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ORONO, MANE, FEBRUARY 28, 1935
FORMER PRESIDENT
OF UNIVERSITY DIES
AT MANSET ESTATE
University Dean Pays
Tribute to Dr.
A. W. Harris
WED LAST THURSDAY
Maine Made Rapid Progress
Under Administration
Of Dr. Harris
v friends in Orono of the third
l,tit of the University, Dr.
\Vinegarden Harris. feel a
-onal loss in his death at his
in Manset. Maine. February
21. l)can J. N. Hart of the Univer-
,1 0 worked with Dr. Harris,
• v in Orono who knew him,
friends all over the state,
, 'urn his passing.
Harris was president of Maine
•••llege from September 1, 1893
• inter I. 1901; a director of Jacob
•• Institute. Port Deposit. Md., from
mil to 1906; president of Northwestern
iikersity from 1906 to 1916, and Cor-
-pmsling Secretary of the Methodist
.ird of Education from 1916 to 1924.
. the last named position, his office was
New York City.
.V ay's an ardent admirer of Maine, Dr.
i,rris built a summer home at Manset,
retired to this home when he ended
active career.
During the eight years that Dr. Harris
is president of the University, the insti-
;!) made rapid growth, the faculty in-
•yasing from 24 to 54, and the student
lv from 139 to 400. The increase in
•,idents was made possible through the
•nduction of new courses into the UM-
r,ity, including Electrical Engineering.
armacy, Preparatory Medicine, and in
• IS the I.aw School. Although co-edu-
,im•:11 since 1872, few women came here
• Jr. Harris made it possible by the
:ion of Mt. Vernon from one of
in buildings, as the first girls' dorm-
Most of the trees on the campus
,et out during his administration;
bk Hall and other buildings were mod-
•••zed, and Alumni Hall was erected.
The outstanding event in the adminis-
.:•••n of President Harris was the change
ratite of the institution from Maine
tt• College to the University of Maine
97, by an act of the Legislature of
it year, and the appropriation of a fixed
of money for the institution each year
a period of ten years, an act which
mly established the University on a
•rid basis,
uho served under Dr. Harris,
in flail said, remember him as an
ininistratt,r. a man of winning per-
• . and a 1,yal per,onal friend.
BROWN LEADS IN LOCAL
ANT1-HEARST CAMPAIGN
Read Hearst" Buttons Are
Being Worn by
30 Students
•:•.:1, of a national movement in
among educators and students
• the freedom of education in
have manifested themselves at
- -ity of Maine.
ment articles denouncing the
,scism cif William Randolph
-•' the various liberal magazines
try, notably in an educators'
Social Frontier, the Stu-
• • •e,:ne for Industrial Democracy, a
ititercollegiate students organiza-
ip•w widely distributing buttons
-c a boycott of the yellow press.
tudents of this university have
•: thi, enterprise. From David
they have obtained the
1•Atton5, on which appear the
it Read Hearst."
1• 1 an interview, thus gave the
its for the boycott which is
Hearst published material
••ivIed to expose prominent
educators as tools of the Soviet
' His attacks on colleges and
••vities have been especially
•n defiance of all known prin-
, protect the freedom of edu-
-•t already has one war to his
ills stories on Japan and Russia
' :'. the threat of another.
'•asion of school rooms by
rters is a proven fact. Hearst
ested interests. His pa-
••;•pearing supposedly in the
finked on Page Five)
WINNING IMAGES IN SNOW SCULPTURING CONTEST
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The four prize-winning snow models in the Maine Outing Club's Winter Carnival contest. Beta Theta Pi was judged best and tonight at the
Outing Club meeting, a cup will be awarded the fraternity. Phi Gamma Delta took second place, Lambda Chi Alpha third, and Delta Tau
Delta's black bear got honorable mention.
BAILEY DEBATING PLAN
WILL BE ADOPTED FOR
FORENSIC CONFERENCE
Tau Kappa Alpha Will Utilize
U. of Maine Professor's
Suggestion
A plan for a region forensic con-
ference, which originated with
Prof. Mark Bailey of the Depart-
ment of Public Speaking. at the
University of Maine in 1926, will
be put in action in April by Tau
Kappa Alpha. national honorary
forensic fraternity, it was an-
nounced today.
In a letter to D. W. Morris, Coach of
Men's Debate at the University, Wil-
liam T. Hade. of New York, secretary-
treasurer of Tau Kappa Alpha, calls at-
tention to a suggestion made by Prof.
nailey nine years ago for a similar con-
"I have before me," he writes, "the
letter written me by Prof. Bailey in 1926
in which he sketched the plans for such
a contest from New England and nearby
colleges  President Bressler of Rhode
Island State College. the Speech Faculty.
and the Tau Kappa Alpha Chapter have
joined in offering the facilities of their
institution for the affair."
Mr. Morris and possibly Prof. Bailey
will assist in drafting the rules of the con-
ference.
According to Mr. Hade. entrants will
be received from Rutgers. Bates. New
I lampshire, Mass. State, Fitchburg
Mass.) Teachers College. and UPsala•
Maine will also send a delegation.
The conference will include contests in
after-dinner speaking, debating, oratorical
contest, and speech conferences for both
students and faculty.
A topic will be selected by President
Bressler at the after-dinner speaking con-
test. Five minutes will he allowed each
speaker, one from each college.
The subject of the debate tournament
will be "Resolved: That the Nations
should agree to prevent the international
trade in arms and munitions." One
speaker from each college will participate
in a cross-examination, congressional type
discussion.
Speakers will be allowed the choice of
individual topics in the oratorical con-
test. A speaking time of from 10 to 12
minutes will be allotted.
The conference will close with speech
conferences for both students and faculty.
The guest speaker will be Prof. Howard
H. Higgins of Ohio.
Maine has no chapter of Tau Kappa
Alpha.
Beta Theta Pi Takes Honors
Carnival Snow Modeling
By the Roving Reporter
After inspecting somewhat closely' the
snow images that the various houses have
erected on campus, we wonder if there is
any truth in the following statement taken
from the Bible: "By their deeds ye shall
know them." This, in turn, brings to
mind a question that has long perplexed
art lovers since the Lord molded man.
"Is there truth in art ?"
To avoid fraternal dissention it is best
to leave this question unanswered, but
one cannot help but think that many of
our snow statues contain a certain essence
of realism—more truth than poetry.
First, second. and third prizes in the
contest went to the Beta dragon, the Phi
Gam acme of femininity, and the LamIxla
Chi king. respectively. The Delta Tau's
black bear lowered his head, growled, and
convinced the judges that he was worthy
of honorable mention. Although there is
no official foundation for the following
comment, we are of the opinion that the
judging must have been a rather dittwult
job, for one has hut to look, and he realizes
that the majority of the images far exceed-
ed all expectations.
In addition to this, the fraternities might
well feel complimented by the numerous
visitors who ti it only made trips here to
see their statues, but also thought them of
sufficient merit to take pictures of them.
This stirs our sentimental complex for
we like to think that when the days grow
warmer our austere lady, our magnificent
king. our little penguin, and, above all,
our own Georgie, will not melt into the
lowly gutter.
Five judges. Charles P. Weston, James
A. Gannett. Benjamin C. Kent, Theo-
dore S. Curtis, and Mario E. Rogers,
spent the morning of Washingtim's birth-
day judging the statues. Vs'e have already
acquainted you with their choice Which
will be verified tonight when the trophy
will be awarded at the Outing Club meet-
ing.
INDOOR TOURNEY FINAL
IS SATURDAY AFTERNOON
The finals of the Indoor Tournament
will be played Saturday afternoon, March
2nd. at the Memorial Gymnasium. Ad-
mission : fifty cents, or by Student Ath-
letic Card. The defending champion,
Frank Fellows of Phi Kappa Sigma, will
meet a strong challenger in Robert Young
of Lambda Chi Alpha in a five set match
for the silver cup.
In the semi-final matches held last
Tuesday and Wednesday, Fellows de-
feated John Hamilton in a closely fought
contest: 8-6, 7-5, 7-9, 6-3. Young de-
feated Leslie Brookes in three straight
sets in which the latter succumbed to the
strong attack of the more experienced •
Young: 7-5, 6-3, 6-0.
• The match between Fellows and Young '
brings together the best tennis talent on
the campus, both being experienced tour- •
nament players who have developed simi-
lar styles of court tactics.
NOTICE
All candidates who applied for
work on the advertising staff of the
Campus for the anniversary edi-
tion, please get in touch with Busi-
ness Manager Philip Snow at the
Kappa Sigma house as soon as
possible,.for final instructions.
Kenrick sparrow Winner
In Local Peace Contest
• 
Will Represent Maine in Annual
State Oratorical Meet
At Colby Soon
kenrick Sparrow, senior civil engineer.
was selected to be representative at a
state peace oratorical contest by Rev-
erend Renew, Mr. Smith, principal of
the Orono High School, and Professor
Kirshen of the economics department,
judges at a local contest held last Tues-
day. David Brown was selected alter-
nate.
Sparrow will participate in the state
intercollegiate peace contest on April 15
at Colby College. Three colleges will be
represented, Maine, Colby, and Bates, and
two prizes will be awarded, one of $60
as first prize, another of $40 as second
prize. The prize money is being fur-
nished by Mary and Allan C. Seabury.
The contest is being held in the interests
of Peace.
Sparrow's winning speech was "Let's
Climb Fences"; Brown's, "Can We Have
Peace?"
CORRECTION
The Ifal.sailan debate and lit the
Puerto Rican debate, as ',vas asserted la:t
week, has been postponed indefinitely.
No. I
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
LEADS IN PLEDGES
AS RUSHING CLOSES
Keen Competition Seen
In Annual Race
For Frosh
ENDED TUESDAY NIGHT
Theta Chi, Delta Tau Delta,
And Phi Eta Kappa
Pledge Many
Tuesday evening marked the close
of one of the most competitive rush-
ing seasims ever seen at the Univer-
sity of Maine. According to unof-
ficial lists submitted to the Campus,
Alpha Tau Omega led in the rush-
ing race with 29 freshmen accept-
ing A.T.O. pins. Theta Chi, Del-
ta Tau Delta, and Eta Kappa
were dose seconds, the latter two
idolizing 23 each, mid Theta Chi se-
curing 22.
The unofficial pledging results,
complete with the exception of Phi
Kappa, are as follows:
Alpha Tau Omega (29)
Michael Wanagel. Bernard Keel, Wil-
liam II. Ward, Richard 1.. Burgess, Wil-
ford J. Merrill, Gordon G. Smith, Rich-
ard S. ‘Valdron, Arnold S. Lane, Robert
Its Paul Palmer, Paul Billings, Eu-
gene lilt, Richard S. Edwards, Morris
A. Ernst, Maurice E. Cushman, Laurence
0. 'Fhilssleau, Louis Prahar, H. L.
Smith, Jr., Russell T. Norris, C. Merritt
Trott, George Timms', Fred M. Beck,
Richard Buller, Edwin Philbrook, Dana
R. Orr, Hugh R. Carey, Robert P.
Schoppe, Richard E. Williams, Leonard
M. Pratt.
in MAINE DEBATING TEAM Theta Chi (22)
Event TO MEET PUERTO RICO
HERE TOMORROW NIGHT
•
Benjamin, Russell, and Smith
Will Be U. of Maine
Representatives
The debating team of the Uni-
versidad de Puerto Rico, which is
touring Northeastern United States
and Canada. will meet Spurgeon
Benjamin, Chester W. Smith, and
Sargent Russell. of the University
of Maine, in a debate to be held in
the Little Theatre, Alumni Hall, at
7:30 p.m. on Friday, March 1, over
the : Re.wlved: That the
nations should agree to trerrnt the
international shipment of arms and
III unitions. In addition, the Puerto
Ricans will be entertained by a num-
ber of organizations.
Immediately folbiwing the debate Fri-
day evening, at which Dr. Arthur E.
Jensen of the English department, will act
as chairman. the Puerto Ricans will be
the guests of Kappa Phi Kappa at a stag
dance in the Women's Gymnasium in
Alumni I fall.
The next day, Saturday, the Interna-
thinal Relations Club, which bias changed
the date of its regular meeting for the
purpose, will entertain the visitors at a
tea, to be given at 3:15 p.m. in the parlor
of Balentine Hall. The permanence of
America's farm policy will be discussed
at this meeting.
In the evening the Debating Society
and the Spanish Club will jointly enter-
tain the visitors at a banquet.
And finally, while they are in Orono,
they will be entertained at the Phi Eta
Kappa and Delta Tau Delta fraternity
houses.
The visitors will comprise a coach, Mr.
Richard E. Pattee, four debaters, Arturo
Morales-Carrion, (freshman .). Otto Rid -
kohl (sophomore), Gaspar Rivera-Ces-
tern (senior), and Francisco Ponsa-
Felin (sophomore), all Puerto Ricans and
students in the College of Law of the
Universidad de Puerto Rico. Mr. Pat-
tee, the roach, is a member of the faculty
and was, as an undergraduate. a member
of the debating team of the University
of Arizona. Messrs. Rivera-Cestero and
Ponsa-Feha have not hitherto visited the
United States, but Mr. Morales-Carrion
was a student at Columbia for one year
and Mr. Riefkohl, who has spent more
time in the United States than any of the
(Continued on Pope Five)
Gerard I.. Brant, Alfred F. Chatterton,
FAlward H. Doyle, Jr., Loran R. Fairfield,
William A. Glover, Jr., Philip N. Greg-
ory, James 11. Hunter, Eugene C. Mc-
Cann, William T. McDonough, William
L. Murray, Philip F. Peterson, Edward
W. Pierce, lIarry I). Shute, Alfred
Swenson, Earle F. Thompson, Jr., Wil-
liam Thompson, Robert II. Toms, Sher-
man Vannah, Ralph Viola, Festus G.
Watson, Rufus G. Whittier, James F.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon (11)
Gilbert, Martin Sullivan, Ed-
win Stromberg, Norman Thompson,
George Roundy, Alvin Hersey, Gordon
Chute, Bert Blanchard, Gerald Hart, Jo-
seph Greenlaw, Walter Hanahurgh,
Sigma Chi (10)
Ray Beverage, John Coffin, Allen Trask,
Richard Pippin, I.esley Brooks, Madison
Ford, Henry Lowe, Vinton Prince,
Ernest Rowe, Thomas Williams.
Alpha Gamma Rho (11)
Arland Meade, William !folder:am,
Arthur Robbins, John Barnard, Henry
Morse, \'alter Staples, Earle Grey,
Charles Fillebr4,wii, Milton Clark. Wil-
liam Collin. Earl Sproul.
Phi Gamma Delta (18)
N•irman ‘Vaddington, William Van
Gundy, John Clark, Stanley Dunlap,
Douglas Wishart, Lewis Pettengill, Al-
fred Bottcher, Fred Andrews, Raymond
McGinley, Elwood Additon, Richard
Ward, Robert Hussey. W'alter Smart,
Ernest Frost, Edward Larrabee. Stanley
Fuger, William Berry, (one missing).
Delta CM Alpha (3)
Harold Taylor, Stanley Getchell, Har-
land McPherson.
Phi Mu Delta (16)
‘'irgil Wright, Albert Owens, Douglas
Best, James Armstrong, Charles Bailey,
Edward Doubleday, James Stoddard,
Howard West, Robert Parker, Robert
Plimpton, Vincent Strout, Francis Jones,
Richard Gerry, Ernest Donagan, James
DeCoster, Earl Leavitt.
Beta Kappa ( 0)
Lambda Chi Alpha (13)
Howard Goodwin, James Flynn, John
Williams, Charles Stone, Richard Healey,
Ross Newcombe, Merrill Shay, Howard
Crabb, Thomas Shannon, Lewis Ed-
wards, Wallace Gleason, John Ross, Web-
ster fludges.
(Continued on loge Five)
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Congratulations
flie Maim. ( ampus heartily con-
gratulates all the fraternities which
participated so whole-heartedly in
the snow sculpturing contest spon-
sored recently bv the Maine Outing
Club. The creative effort displayed
in modeling the images is to be com-
mended not only for its excellence,
but also for the wholesome, health-
ful form of recreation which it ef-
fects.
Trolley Bums
A large number of University
students have formed the habit of
riding on the rear end of the trolley
cars which pass the campus. Be-
sides being illegal, as several stu-
dents have already found to their
discomfiture, the practice is exceed-
ingly dangerous. It is not smart.
It should be discouraged by frater-
nity heads and administrative stu PUERTO RICO DEBATERSdent organi zat
English Senior Major
Examinations
Thy ..sr:tten sen-
ior English major students will be
lied at rime o'clock. Saturday
morning, March 2, in Rouen 205.
Stevens Hall.
The major oral examinations will
be given during the following week
at times suited to the students* pro-
grams.
English senior majors are ex-
cused from attending English class-
es on Saturday morning which con-
flict with the examination. No stu-
dent is authorized to cut any other
classes in English or any other sub-
ject on account of the major exam-
inations. It is partly to avoid any
need for such cutting that the major
conference groups are maintained
during the fall and winter.
28 Freshmen Pledged
THE MAINE CAMPUS
Professor Richard Wood Writes
Study of Lumbering Methods
One of the iO.st intere,ting and im-
portant industries of Maine. lumbering.
has received exhaustive and competent
treatment in the new University of Maine
, Study which has just conic from the
press. The study, "A History of Lum-
bering in Maine. 1820-1861," was written
by Professor Richard G. Wood, of the
department of history and government in
the College of Arts and Sciences, as his
thesis for the doctor of philosophy degree
recently granted by Harvard University.
Professor Wood has spent several years
on the research nece
understanding of this
Maine life, and his
what success he has
from the admission
Litton as a separate
War.
The history is 267
well illustrat,d has
ssary to a complete
important phase of
history shows with i
covered the period
of Maine into the
state to the Civil •
pages in length, is
an excellri.t
and is well printed. It . im-
portant topics as "The Advance of the
Lumbering Frontier:" the timberlands of
the state from the point of view of the
public land policy of the state, the ever
recurring problem of trespassing, and the
great speculation of 1835; methods of
!Umbering in Maine; the drive; the
boom; rafting and scaling; sawmills;
products from the lumber; the problem
of labor in this industry ; the market for
the product; and finally the emigration
of .Maine lumbermen. The history of this
industry will probably be continued by
Professor Wood to bring the recital up
to date.
A folding map of the public lands of
the State of Maine is included, and many
of the illustrations in the text are of great
interest. The history is being distributed
by the Maine Library at $1.50 for the pa-
per bound. and $2.00 for the board bind-
MUSIC NIGHT TO BE
close Wednesday, February 20, when 28 
HELD NEXT FRIDAY
members of the freshman class were Charles Rice Trophy in
Women's rushing was brought to a
pledged to the six Greek letter sororities
here on campus. Phi Mu held the last
official banquet at the Y.W.C.A. building
in Bangor. Following is an unofficial list
of the pledges.
Chi Omega (7)
Lucy Cobb. Barbara ‘S.'are. Betty
Clough, Betty Drummond, Althea Mil-
ieu, Mary Deering. Louise Hinman '36.
Delta Delta Delta (5)
Jean Kent. Annette Youngs. Hilda
Scott '36, Barbara Wyeth '37, Ruby Black
'37.
Pi Beta Phi (2)
Mildred Dauphine. Laura Wesolaus-
ka '35.
Alpha Omicron Pi (8)
Voegelin, Rose ‘Vhitmore,
Katherine Cox. Catherine Rowe, Sarah
Littlefield, June Clement, Jane Goldsmith
'36. 1,'irginia Palmer '3e)
Phi Mu (5)
Cora Sharon, Alice Harvey, Marguer-
ite Benjamin, Dorothy Hutchinson, Hel-
en Wooster,
Delta Zeta (1)
Dorr.
Unsigned Letters
Once again tile Campus must
state that its editorial policy does
not permit the publication of un-
signed letters to the editor. Stu-
dents wishing to have letters printed
under a pseud onym may do so, pro-
vided they sign their own names and
indicate a 'yen name.
Freshman Relay Team Will
Compete in Invitation Meet
A freshman relay team will be chosen
this week tii compete in an invitatitin race
against the Bridgton relay team to he
held in Portland this Saturday in con-
junction with the three-coniered school-
boy meet between Portland. South P,•-i
land. and Deering High Schools.
Although the four-man relas. train
not been chosen at press time. because of
the showing they have made in previous
meets the outstanding men for berths on
the team are Al Boettcher. John Gow-
ell. Robert Fuller. and Sid Hurwitz.
The dual meet schednle with Hebron
Academy for the week-end of March 9
has been cancelled by that school. At
present negotiations are being made with
Cony High of Augusta to replace Hebron
on the Frosh schedule
The Ryc ; • i • •••:.
Executive Secretary of the Protestant
Episcopal Province of New England. will
give the address at the Vesper Service in
the I.ittle Theatre. at 4:15 next Sunday
afternoon. Mr. Taylor, who is prominent
in conferences of Episcopalian young peo-
ple, is well known to some members of
the student body and much interested in
student Christian activities.
In order that he may become at quaint-
ed with the Episcopalians of the •
sity. a meeting will be held in the M
building at three o'clock. to which .,.
members of that communion are insited
In addition to his engagements at the
University, Mr. Taylor will conduct !'
services at the St. James Church. r
Town, in the morning, and attend
meeting of the Young People's Fel'
ship of St. John's Church. Bangor
the evening.
WILL MEET WITH CLUB
American Foreign Policy Will
Be Discussed at
Gathering
The International Relations Club will
have a, its guests the Puerto Rican de-
baters at the meeting to he held in Balen-
tine Saturday afternoon. March 2. at three
The subject to lie discussed is -A
Permanent Basis for an American Foreign
Policy." After an informal panel discus-
sion of the subject by Eva Bisbee, Alice
Stewart, David Brown, and Max Fitch.
there will he general discussion.
Students and faculty are invited to be
present at this meeting. The committee
in charge of the tea which will be served
before the discussion is Velma Colson,
Carolyn Currier. and Lucinda Ripley.
Mrs. Rising L. Morrow and Miss Faye
Wilson will pour.
PHI MU DELTA TAKES
WINTER SPORTS CUP
Phi Mu Delta w..n the Intramural win-
ter sports championship for the third
consecutive time by defeating its nearest
rival, Lambda Chi Alpha, by a margin
of 20 points. Besides winning the relay
race, they swept the majority of events i
to run up a total of 38 points.
Finishing in order behind the leader
were: Lambda Chi Alpha, 20; Phi Eta
Kappa, 12: Sigma Chi, 12; Theta Chi,
6; Delta Tau Delta. 4; and Phi Kappa
Sigma. 4.
Led by Louise Steeves. Winter Can:.
val Queen. and Marie Archer, the juni..is
triumphed over the three other classes
After each had won a first place in the
snowshoe events, they combined with
Elizabeth Philbrook and Rachel Fowles
to defeat sophomore and f reshman tram•
in the relay race.
•THE NEW
DENTISTRY
I Plea,' of Preventive Modirim•
College Nten find in it unususl
iipportunities for a career
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL
coMpoof c.,ur•• of prep...lotion to.
the denial prolosseem A (.166o 4
'school. Wool* for rettsietwe
LtROY11 C eltIell,D161:1.161).. Wen
0.0 • 55 lowl•••11 Lw. Conts• ll000
Intramural Meet Sat.
Donald Huff Shatters Record
And Equals Another
For P. K. S.
For the third successive year, Phi Kap-
pa Sigma fraternity retained possession
of the famous Charles Rice trophy. vic-
tors again in intramural track conipeti-
t ion.
In the annual meet, Saturday, the Phi
Kappa Sigma runners scored 30 points
to 23 fur their nearest rivals. Freshman
Dormitory B. Kappa Sigma placed third
with 15.
The intramural trophy went to Dorm
B with 57 points. Totals of both second
and third places combined. 22l'2 for Dorm
A. and 204.'t for Oak Hall, failed to equal
the score of the winners.
The outstanding individual perforn-
ance of the day was recorded by D
Huff, Phi Kappa Sig flyer, who hr. 1.0.-
one gymnasium record and equalled an-
Huff led by a full second his nearest
opponent. Johnny Gowell. in the 300 yard
dash as he blazed the way to the tape in
32,4 seconds, a record performance. Ear-
lier he had bested his teammate, Maurice
Goddard. to tie the mark for the 70 yard
dash, 74'C seconds.
Goddard himself was one of the fea-
ture performers of the afternoon. In a
duel with Johnny Gowell, freshman
hurdler, in the 100 yard low hurdles.
Goddard matched stride for stride with
his younger rival for the greater part of
the distance but broke away at the final
barrier to lead by a foot at the finish.
The time was one-fifth of a second short
of the University record.
SAILING SHIPS MODELS
DISPLAYED IN LIBRARY
Visitors to the library during the next
week will find a most interesting exhibi-
tion of sailing ships which have been con-
structed by various members of the fac-
ulty. In addition to this exhibit there ,
will he several books dealing with con-
struction of the ships, their former prom-
inence. and possibly some fiction having
a background built up about sailing.
This exhibition will be found to be
Nei interesting as well as instructive.
It will he set up in the lobby on the right
of the entrance.
Customary Stag Dance Will Be
Held Following Annual
Musical Program
Music Night. sponsored annually by
Pi Kappa, will be held Friday,
. March 8, in the Little Theatre. Roy H.
Monroe. president of the fraternity, has
announced that. according to custom, a
stag dance will be held follins'ing the
musicale.
Selections by the University Band, Or-
chestra, and Chorus have been planned as
well as several solo numbers. Everyone
is invited to exercise his "ear for music"
and attend this musicale which presents
ne of the few opportunities for enjoy-
ment that music livers are offered on
campus.
UNIVERSITY GRADUATES
AT CONCRETE CONCLAVE
Professor H. Walter Leavitt
Attended Meeting
In New York
TWO University if Maine graduates
were prominent in the meetings of the 31st
annual convention of the America:: Con-
crete Institute which Professor H. Walter
Leavitt attended in New York City during
the week of February 18: Raymond R.
Davis. B.S. in Civil Engineering, 1911:
and Allen W. Stephens. BCE.. 1899.
Mr. Stephens was the presiding officer
at several of the conferences and Profes-
s,ir Davis, for the second time, was
recipient of the Wason Medal which Ca•
year is awarded by the Board of Direct.
to the persin "who presents the most liner
torious paper." Professor Davis's pap,
was entitled. "Cement Investigations t.
Boulder Dam with the Results up to
Atte of One Year." Professor Davis.
;wise f Westbrook and Rumford, is n,
head of the Civil Engineering departmei •
at the Unisersity of California in Berk,
Icy. lie is a nationally recognized auth•I
ity .111 COIWrete and reinbirced concret.
Mr. Stephens, formerly of Patten. Maj..,
is chairman Id the Standard Building CI N I
Committee which was appointed in 192-
He is a consulting engineer in New Yor',
City.
Clare H. Brown. Jr.. U.S.. Maine. 1927
is President if the Kiwanis Club at Stati
Island. New York City.
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Puerto Rico Debaters to
Be Guests at Stag Dance
Rican de;
be the guests of honor at the stag
dance to be given after the Maine-
Puerto Rico debate Friday night.
Features of the dance will be the
awarding of a prize for the best
dancuig couple in a spotlight num-
ber, and the admission of five
couples free. The Maine Bears
will furnish the music for the af-
fair which will begin immediately
foll,,Aing the ,onclusion of the de-
bate.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
FRATERNITY HOLDS ITS
FOUNDERS' DAY BANQUET
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity held its
thirty -fourth annual Founders' Day ban-
quet it the evening of Washington's birth-
day.
After a turkey dinner, Frank Morong
'35. president of the chapter. welcomed the
alumni, active members, and guests. There
were 40 present.
ajor L. P. Stewart '15 acted as toast-
master, calling upon the alumni by classes.
The remainder of the evening was spent
SENIOR CHEMISTS WILL
MAKE VISIT TO BOSTON
1' ails arc nearing completion for the
15th annual inspection trip of University
of Maine senior chemistry and chemical
engineering students in and about Boston.
The itinerary includes visits to 15 indus-
tries using chemical engineering processes,
including the Merrimac Chemical Com-
pany, Beacon Oil Company, American Su-
gar Refining Company. Bird and Son,
United Drug Company. and Lever
Brothers,
Theodore Zak, U.S., Maine, 1928, is
author of -Chemical Use of the Spectro-
scope," which appeared in the winter num-
ber (1934-1935) of the Yale Scientific
Magazbie. Since his graduation Mr. Zak
has been a member of the chemical staff
of the 13au0ch & Lomb Company in
Rochester.
Arrangements for the 1935 spring meet-
ing of the American Chemical Society
which is to be held in New York City
during the week of April 22, are being
math, under the chairmanship of Dr. A.
W. Dixon of the Chemical Engineering
staff at Columbia University. Assisting
on one of the committees on arrangements
are Allen Rogers. Maine, 1897; W. F.
Washburn, Maine, 1907; W. L. Sturte-
vant, Maine, 1908; C. J. Costello, Maine,
1922; and F. A. Soderberg. Maine. 1925,
You Can Find Just What
You Want for That
PARTY
FAVORS
CARDS
PRIZES
TALLIES
MIXED NUTS
and
CANDIES
PARK'S
Hardware and Variety
31-37.Mill St.. Orono
Outing Club To Award
Sculpture_ Cup Tonite
Professor li a :i.411t 1; Dcmcr:tt. !leadof the forestry department. be theguest speaker at a meeting of the Ma.leOuting Club tonight in 22 Vt•
eeting, a rep! •
at 
At 
o'thcleockm.
Beta Theta Pi fraternity c%
ed with the Outing Club
snow image erected durim:
Carnival. The Beta image
of the dragon on the frater
Members of the club
plans for the Outing Clti
which will take place -
to present plans, the hike
at Green Lake. Only the .
bers of the club to sign up %N
to go on the hike.
CHURCH NOTICE
Fellowship Community Church
Sunday, Nlarch 3
10:30 a.m. Regular Servic,
and Preaching. Dr.
will speak upon "Conflicting t ;
Religious Thought." This
cussion of a recent articl,
Niebuhr entitled. "Marx,
rael's Prophets."
Special Music: March I,
versary month of both Bach a;,,  ti
Mr. William Cupp, Miss S•
and the Choir will preset'
the music of these two cl.,-
This Sunday the music will 1.-
0:30 p.m. Young Pe, it
Manse.
Methodist Episcopal Churc.-
10:30 Morning NVorship.
in Biographical Sermon Serie, -W ...-
Christianity?" "Emotion with
John Wesley."
7 :00 Evening Assembly and I
High School League.
Adult Forum—Panel
"The Inner Life."
Wesley Foundation Student I:
Speaker: Professor J.t.
Subject: "America', '
Vanish."
According to Bird's .Vu-po,sit ix•
for February, 1935. two Unixtr,i•
Maine alumni are membvr, P
Son Paper Mill Council.
Orono Gas and Tire Shop
SOCONY GASOLINES
and
MOBILE CLEAROSOL
MOTOR OILS
75 Main St.
Tire Repairing
FRENCH SUMMERSCHOOL
Residential Summer School
(co-educational) in the heart
of French Canada. Old Coun-
try French staff. Only
French spoken. Elementary,
Intermediate. Advanced. Cer-
tificate or College Credit.
French entertainments, sight-
seeing, sports, etc.
Fee $150, Huard and
tune 27-Aug. 1. Write
tar to Secretary, St
Summer School.
McGILL UNIVERSITY
MONTREAL. VANADA
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Theatre TOE
RI Martin Scrivener
A moment of languid re-
I wonder what the possi-
bilities are for a drama tou
rna-
ment at this school. We have 
art
collections, debating teams,
forums with other schools on
various subjects, speaking con-
tests, track meets, 
basketball
tournaments and several enter-
prises of that nature, but com-
petitive drama meets are ne-
glected or impossible. What I
should like to know is whether
they are impossible or wheth
er
they are simply neglected.
if the former is the case for
senle reason or other, that rea-
son is sufficient, but if the lack
of such things is merely because
there is too little interest in the
undertaking, I suggest that per-
haps interest could be aroused.
One other Maine college at least
sponsors a so-called play contest,
nd from what evidence I have
,een able to gather, much inter-
is shown by the competing
Agli schools. These schools hold
reli i nary contests to eliminate
•he less worthy attempts, and a
Alain number of schools com-
;ete in the final round.
Perhaps the drama depart-
ment of the University could 1
•ponsor them, or perhaps the
Maine Masque could. do this. As
I have said, I don't know
whether the expense of such an
undertaking would be too great
or either organization, but I
should like to know.
• • • •
Another gesture which the
cal dramatic club could make
that would tend to throw off the
'ethargic attitude of the mem-
bers, is a play writing contest.
Other schools have them. At first
I wouldn't expect much interest
to be shown in this, but all move-
ments start gradually, and in
(Continued on page four)
THE MAINE CAMPUS
SOCIETY
Winter Carnival Weekend Brings
Many Guests to Social Affairs
As the end of the rushing sea-
son approached last weekend,
the winter social season reached
its climax as fraternities offered
their best in social recreation to
members of the freshman class.
The week-end of Washington's ,
birthday, following the Intra-
Mural Ball Thursday night and
the Winter Carnival Friday
brought about the advent of
many guests to the campus to
attend the numerous social func-
tions which took place Friday
and Saturday nights.
Mid-Winter Informal
Over 55 couples attended the mid-
winter informal at the Phi Kappa
Sigma House on Saturday evening,
February 23. The house was decorated
in blue crepe paper through which
colored lights cast their shadows. A
novelty dance by Miss Evelyn Spencer
of Orono was featured during inter-
mission. The committee in charge was:
Clarence Wadsworth, David White,
and Rcibert Loveless. Mr. and Mrs.
T. S. Curtis, Prof. and Mrs. Chester
Jenkins, and Mrs. Florence Merrill
chaperoned.
Those present were:
Warren Walker, Arlene Anderson;
James Morrison, Marjorie Murch;
William Chapman, Marguerite Davis;
Samuel Favor, Louise Hastings; Har-
old Woodbury, Henrietta Cliff; Har-
old Webb, Edith Farnum; Robert
Loveless, 1)orothy Sawyer; David
White, Peggy Owen; Richard Healy,
Marion Brooks; Donald Scanlon, Ber-
nice Yeomans; Donald Kilgour, Bar-
bara Lancaster; Joel Marsh, Marjorie
Thompson; Richard Lunt, Estelle
Blanchard; John P. Hennings, Solveig
Heisted; Robert E. Belding, Mary
Leighton; Richard Ireland, Azalia
Boyer; Kenneth Ireland, Evelyn
Adriance; Buel Dean, Alice Collins;
A. Browning Sherry, Jr., Elinor Hill;
Donald Mayo, Mary L. Deering;
Charles H. Lowe, Phyllis Dimitre;
•
I lonald E. Favor, Evelyn Brown;
Dana Sidelinger, Eleanor Black; Ar-
nold Veague, Amelia Woodman; Na-
than Fellows, Eleanor Gowen; Wil-
liam Van Gundy, Muriel Perkins;
Stanley Dunlap, Phyllis Hamilton;
Wallace Gleason, Betty Drummond;
Thomas Lees, Marjorie Young; Max
Dowd, Janet Campbell; Donald Huff,
Georgia Taylor; Adelbert Wakefield,
Alice Campbell; Robert Parker, Mar-
ion Hatch; Richard Elliott, Emily
Thompson; Edward Doyle, Eleanor
Wyman; Robert Carter, Louise Hag-
garty; John Cowell, June Good; Rich-
ard Feyler, Kay Cox; Kenneth John-
stone, Phyllis Johnson; Roderick Elli-
ott, Audrey Bishop; Edward Sherry,
Helene Bloom; Robert Fuller, Harriett
Cook; Louis Edwards, Rose Whit-
more; James Bean, Betty Clough;
Donald Kelley, Kay Wormwood; Bart-
lett Kimball, Ethel Bingre; Norman
Waddington, Stephany Plazankis;
Parker Troland, Adelaide Davis.
Bangor Informal
Alpha Gamma Rho held an informal
dance at the Dorothy Memorial Hall
in Bangor Saturday evening, Febru-
ary 23. A balloon dance was one of
the features of the party. The com-
mittee was: Preston Whittaker and
Norton Keene. The chaperones were:
Dr. and Mrs. M. E. Freeman, Prof.
and Mrs. J. R. Smith, and Dr. and
Mrs. J. F. Witter. Those who at-
tended were:
John Arno, Norma Slater; \Valter
Staples, Nancy Woods; Floyd Elwell,
Mary Littlefield; Henry Morse, Mae
Cohen; Lester Flet, Pauline Losieur;
Wesley Norton, Jeannette Keyes; Wil-
ham Farwell. Avis Ward; John De-
Witt, Donna Campbell; Smith Mc-
Intyre, Helen Inman; Preston Whit-
taker, Pauline Campbell; Malcolm Til-
ton. Belle Deveau; Kenneth Foss,
Edith Hill; Wayne Rich, Mildred
King; George Findlen, Isabel Hard-
ing; Chester Bacheller, Doris Var-
num; William Coffin, Arlene Gadd;
George Littlefield, Velma Crumitt;
Everett Littlefield, Louise Libby; Ar-
3
 •
Woodman; Michael Wanagel, Marion
Hilton; Douglas Best, Hildegarde For-
tin; DUnCiLli Cottin, Helen Bradt; Eu-
gene Holt, Helene Cousins; LOUIS
Prahar, Estelle Blanchard; John Cof-
fin, Miriam Hilton; John Gardner,
Gertrude Tacomb; Edward Perkins,
Annie MacLellan; Lawrence Thibo-
deau, Evelyn Maythew; Wesley Oliver,
Ian Mead, Elizabeth Mitchell; Mr. and Dorothy Currie; Leslie Brooks, Eliza-
Mrs. David K. Abbott; Stacy Miller, Lath Ashby; Richard Williams, Jac-
Roberta Miller; Glen Torrey, Frances queline Landers; Wallace Gleason,
Smith; Lawrence Denning, Margaret , Betty 1 ; Russell Walton,
Comeau; Arnold Hook, Margaret Hai- I
1rummend 
Stella Sol I: John Kilton, Ella Arm-
riman; Garnet Davis, Kathryn Mc- 
•
I st rong ; Richard Bit her, Margaret
Intyre; John Barnard, Mary  F
r st:M s.
 Ada King chaperoned the Phi
Mu Delta's vic party Saturday eve
-
James Griffin, Florence Gibbs; William
Hinkley 
•. 
William Wald, Ann Waters;
Bernard Keef, Ethel Mae Currier;
Carroll Armstrong, Millie 11Ianning; 
fling. February 23. The following
Fred Sturgis, Georgia Taylor; 
Albert i couples attended:
Paul Brown, Althea MiIlett ; Clifford
Doherty, Kay Lacey; Richard Hig- Mansfield, Betty Former; Edward
' gins. Marjorie Good.
Phi Eta Party
Phi Eta Kappa was host to five(
couples at a vie party, Saturday eve-
ning February 23. Mrs. Carrie
Blanchard was the chaperone. The
following attended:
Winston Hoyt, Elizabeth Story;
Richard Varney, Mary laintan;
Maurice Cushman, Dorothy Apeott;
Mervale Sylvester, Flora Stone; Ed-
ward Redman, Annette Young,.
Henderson; Margaret Hasey; Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Tompkins; Norton
Keene, Elizabeth Jordan; Max Tui tier,
Sue Frost; Wesley Judkins, Florence
Mitchell; Frank Chadwick, Helen
O'Leary; Avery Rich, Jean Souk;
Walter Hanaburgh, Elizabeth Little-
field; Walter Dineen, Gladys Babbin ;
Arthur Robbins, Ruth Hogan.
A. T. 0. Informal
Alpha Tau Omega entertained over
60 couples at an informal dance Fri-
day evening, February 22. CarrolD
Armstrong, who originated the A TO's
"Popeye" drew the "Welcome' car-
toon which adorned the dance pro-
grams. Orchids and gardenias decorat-
ed the patrons' table.
The chaperones were: Mrs. Eliza-
beth Wing, Major and Mrs. S. S.
Eberle, Prof. and Mrs. Stanley Wal-
lace, and Mr. and Mrs. James Mom-
land. The committee in charge of the
dance was Fred Mills, Russell Wal-
ton, and Fred Parsons.
The following couples attended:
Robert Willard, Betty Hart; Stan-
ford Blake, Mary Hale Sutton; Fred
Mills, Betty Dill; Frederick Mills,
Phyllis Sharpe; Edward McKenney,
Madeline Roussin; Hollis Ingalls, Ro-
berta Lewis; Wilbert Pronovost, Mar-
garet Harriman; Wendell Brewster,
Ruth Libby; Ray Thorne, Dorothy
Lewis; Allan Duff, Jean Collins; Earle
Hill, Dixie Copeland; \'alter White.
Evelyn Tracy; Edward Braman!),
Helen Titcomb, Richard Braley, Bunny
McLean; Carl Honer, Marjorie
Church; Daniel Lucey, Dorothy Saw-
yer; Samuel Reese, Mary Wright;
Richard Barstow. Phyllis Dimitre;
Ray Lloyd, Ruth McCarthy; Roy
Smith, Topsy Parker; Eugene Jordan,
Christine Elliott; Charles McKenzie.
Hope Chadwick; Morris Frost, Betty
Bray; Charles Huntoon, Betty Doble;
Ernest Donegan, Hilda Scott; Arnold
Lane, Elizabeth Gardner; Robert
Boynton, Jean Patterson; Russell Orr,
Barbara Ware; Fred Beck, Marion
0 
Lambda Chi Dance
Six couples attended a Victrola
party at the Lambda Chi house Sat-j
urilay evening, February 23. Mrs.I
May McDonough chaperoned. Those '
who attended were:
Wallace Gleason, Betty I /rummond ;
Harold Boa rd Man, June Clement;
Rutledge Morton, Ellen Hodgkins;
Frank Doe Carolyn Adams; William
Hooper Jacqueline Landers; Robert
Laverty, Kay Hoctor.
Dance
Sigma Chi fraternity entertained !
over 411 couples at a George Washing-
ton dunce Friday evening, February
22. The house was decorated in red,
white, and blue. Prof. and Mrs. J.
Homer Huddilston, and 11r. and Mrs.
Monroe Freeman were the chaperones.
The committee was: John Willey,
chairman, John Fogarty, and George
M'arren.
The following couples attended:
John Fogarty, Marguerite Benja-
min; ‘'ictor Mutty, Frances Nason;
Henry Brown, June Clark; Arlan Pea-
body, Laura \Vesolowska:
Hunt, Alice Harvey; George Harrison,
Janet Bishop; Gardner Grant, Pauline
Drummond; Harold Larrabee, Ruth-
antic Gibbon; Baxter Willey, Mildred
Dixon; Herbert Cook, Miss Smith;
Carleton Taylor, Shirley Young;
Ralph Hawkes, Cora Sharon; Andrew
Poulsen, Greta Westin; Carroll Ho-
man, Barbara Brown; Edward Pierce,
Charlotte King; Actor Abbott, Adol-
iihinc Raynor Brown, Lil-
lian Mitchell; George Warren, Alice
Crowell; Alan Trask, Margaret Snow;
Stanley Young, Solveig Heisted; Eld-
ridge Woods, Josie Naylor; Leroy
Barry, Helen McCourt; John 1Villey,
Hazel Scully,
Phi Mu Delta Vic
Hanson, Frances Warnell; Sumner
Hancock, Barbara Corbett; Lucian
Scamman, Mary Hale Sutton; Douglas
Best, Hildegard Fortin; James DeC,os-
ter, Edith Stevens; James Armstrong,
Diana Hight; Kenneth Pruett, Muriel
Pruett.
College Medley
"The Stein Song," "The Band
Song," and "The Football Song" were
the features of the college medley
played by the orchestra at the mid-
winter informal at the Phi Gamma
Delta House, Friday evening, Febru-
ary 22. The chaperones were Dean
and Mrs. Paul Cloke, Dr. and Mrs.
A. C. Andrews, and Dr. and Mr
s.
Arthur Jensen. The committee in
charge was: Leonard Litchfield,
George Mader, and Fred Roberts.
Among those present were:
John T. Clark, Mary Dunton; Stan-
ley Fuger, Bessie Gray; Norman W
ad-
dington, Stephany Plaizankis; George
Mader, Lucy Cobb; Walter Smart,
Amelia Woodman; Harry Saunders
,
Josephine Mutty; James Dow, Bernic
e
Hamilton; Paul McI1onnell, Ma
rie
Archer; Stuart Sabin, Carolyn Loth
-
rap; Leonard Litchfield, Evelyn Trott
;
Stanley Dunlap, Louise Steeves; Rob-
ert Harris, Helen Lewis; Donald Mc-
Naughton, Naida Sanders; Thoma
s
Lees, Marjorie Young; George Car-
lisle, Agnes Crowley; James Hunter,
Muriel Perkins; Phillip Peterson, Bar-
bara Young; Robert Lane, Sylv
ia
Eames, Bangor; Edward Doyl
e,
Eleanor Wyman; Bartlett Kimball,
Ethel Gingle; Stanley Henderson,
Ruth Thurston; William Van Gandy,
Louise Hinman; William Berry, Rose
Whitmore: Henry Little, Dorothy
Jones; Keith Bates, Norma Eames;
George G ran ge, Barba ra W yet h ; El-
wood Bryant, Bettina Sullivan; Rich-
iciatineed on page four)
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Maybe voc'm N% ()inter why I appeal more than
°the,/ Listen. Do you know that 
the top
leaves of a tobacco plant are unripe 
and
biting? Do you kntm that the bott
om
leaves, trailing the ground, are grimy a
nd
coarse? I know all that and for that reas
on
I am made from the fragrant, e
xpensive
center leaves . . . the leaves that give you
the mildest, best-tasting smoke. There
-
fore, I sign myself "Your best friend.
"
AVES . . . CENTER LE
AVES GIVE YOU THE MILDE
ST SMOKE
71-tr r44s Bah
146104J.
As You Like It
• rhe fizz( the fuzz, the fizzy-fuzs."
—Ling Po.
Seem' as how the Winter Carnival
is still fresh in mind, we would like
to know if Gordon Heath had any-
body in mind when he sculpt the Phi
Gain "All American Gal"!
Boy! Are some of our co-eds hardy
personages! Imagine the Queen danc-
ing to one o'clock in the yawning and
then turning up the next day to win
first places in the Carnival. Ho hum.
Guess the lads on this here campus
will soon lose title to "the stronger
sex." Vell, anyway, we can always
retain our title of being the fairer
sex.
Having been in comparative security
-Ince Bingling his ring last year,
Tumble Wilby Tinfoil Flywheel Fish.
field (Whew! how that boy does pick
up the nicknames!) is once more back
in the running and looking for more
of the same.
Wonder what Larry Gagnon's
Brewer g. f. thinks of freshman co-
eds, or don't you visit in Breser any
more, Larry?
Some of our men-about-Ferns-
worth's have likened Rhona Gray to
Ginger Rogers. Well, that's a matter
of personal opinion, but we would like
to know hos% she got the nickname of
"Texas"?
"fwould seem as if the Beard for
Wooster Club would have to be dis-
banded what with the Old Town
Barrymore refusing to appear before
the footlights again. 'Stoo bad.
Social note: "Miss Ruth Crosby and
Mr. Herschel Bricker were seen at the
local cinema palace last week enjoy-
ing the current attraction." Yes, but
camp chairs aren't exactly enjoyable-
or :ire they"
Just because he's gi,t a lot of
shingles doesn't make Pronovost a
lumberman.
4nNa1g. Heisted and Porter Hen-
nings seem to see a lot of each lately
and now the pin has changed places.
We Is ish Ken Leather- would quit
flitting around and settle down to con-
centrate on tine of those three gal-
'4u heal that one young man hung
his poi 0••• fair one, but the fra-
ternal brothers kiibit.d him about the
gesture; so he coiled the pin back to 1
his manly N•est. V% hat woul, Gad„h„,1
say to that situation. The it sQn't no
chivalry, and no orchids to him, last a
big bunch of wilted pansies. The pikei.1
The yellow roadstei that ha- been
so prominent about campus since last
fall has a new iiassenger. That con-
genial handshaker. Harold (Fat)
Lord, has of late been the favored
guest. It's a very conspicuous vehicle;
so take care Harold.
When • certain member of the fa-
culty steps out it is nothing if not con-
ventional. The other night we saw
him enter the tremendous palace of
splendor and pleasure, the Strand,
with the object of his affections, but to
really be safe and honorable he had an
escort. Parks vous franca'.-"
The petite zoological enthusiastic,
Dixie Copeland. has turned her favor
from the frog and skate to the grease
paint and footlights. She's become
overnight an actress, and if the name
doesn't have a stagy connotation we're
mistaken. One major difficulty is be-
ing experienced in her theatrical
career, however, and that is that the
ball and chain doesn't look with favor
on her dramatic aspirations. Hilly is
sore, and he's really getting valley
angry.
Herb NVilbui, the old cut up, !IC er
d,d give the local co-eds a break, and
we've discovered, or think we have,
e. she reason. Ahhh—Flangor wadi:isms
And does he go for them. He'll be in
the Bangor floor show if he isn't more
careful.
Last spring at the ‘arious house
parties on campus a Banger student
If Maine fishery by-produtcs had,
not k•en dumped in the ocean in the
past, but had been used to enrich
.ii y and poultry feeds, nutritional!
defect- in Maine citizens would be
!e-- apparent today is the contention
(.f III'. W. F'. I iove of the Maine Agri-
..uitui-al Experiment Station, judging
from extensive investigation:: just re-
ported.
If hens and cows are fed the ricket
preventing clement (Vitamin ID) in
• their food, the eggs and milk which
are produced will help prevent rickets
in people, the report shows.
Fish meal, he says, can be manu-
factured in such a way that it makes
a valuable animal food. It supplies not
only an economical substitute for ex-
pensive protein feeds but also the
valuable vitamin le hitherto available'
to the Maine animal feeder only in
expensive concentrated form.
The results of this study, it is be-
lieved, should bring to Maine fisheries
increased income and also make a val-
uable feed available to animal feedersi
at lower cost. But most important of I
all this study shows a means of
counteracting the state's outstanding
nutritional disease—rickets, through
the enrichment of foods in vitamin D.
StIOU Train Partv
Members of the S. A. E. fraternity
and their guests made up a group on
the snow train to Greenville on Sun-
day, February 2-1. Those who went '
were:
Hamlin Gilbert, Bernice Folster,
James Crocker, Gladys Folster, Ikon
Kelley, Margaret Commeau, William
Hunnewell, Rhona Gray, Don Starrett,
Constance Fuller, Richard Chas
Ruth Barrows, Charles Cain and
Eileen Diele.
Dean l'aal (Joke and i . of. W. S
Evans, Professor of C.vil Ent !leering,
attended a hearing r, the pi °posed
law for the registration and Heel 'NI
of engineers held February 19, at tr
State House in Augusta,
The Seniors in the College of Tech-
nology will make a spring inspection
trip to Boston and vicinity the week
preceeding spring vacation. They will
be accompanied by members of the
faculty of the College of Technology.
;time perhaps this contest would
become something of vital im-
portance here on the campus. A
' one-act play isn't so terribly
difficult to write that no one
would attempt it, and what does
it matter if the first contribu-
tions weren't up to a college
standard? This should be a very
inexpensive enterprise to spon-
sor, and it might lead to some-
thing really worth while. After
all, there is more to the field of
drama than the mere production
of established plays. The Masque
does that, and does it very well,
but there are other lanes that
hold interest for others than the
actors and stage hands. More-
over, the University has recently
been left a fund for an annual
prize for the best play written
by an undergraduate.
* * *
Another thing that has long
been weakly promised but never
re.ilized is a drama workshop.
In the winter everyone doesn't
care to hike all over the country
on snowshoes, or to spend all his
STUDIES ARE HARDER than they used to be,"
sass litsicit,'AS. "Competition in all outside activities
is k . I'm studying law myself—insurance law. The
prospect of combing over old case histories at night —
reading up on dry precedents and decisions—is pretty
heavy going—especially as I'm tired to begin with!
But Camels help me through. If I feel too tired to con-
centrate, I sit back and light a Camel. Soon I feel re-
freshed. I can renew my studies with fresh energy. As
Camels taste so grand, I smoke a lot. But I have never
had Camels bother my nerves."
(IIIirwed) WILLIAM P. SISSIETT. '3S
ANNETTE HANSHAW
HIT SHOW OF THE AIR!
TUNE IN ON THE CAMEL CARAVAN
Featairing WALTER O'KEEFE • ANNETTE HANSHAW
GLEN GRAY'S CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA
THURSDAY
9 :ooposn. E.S.T. 9.10p
11110p.s. C.S.T. 7.00p.w. P.S.T. aioopw. C.S.T.
OVER COAST • TO • COAST WADI • COLUMBIA NETWORK
time in the movies, and if a
place were provided where those
who desired could devote some
I time to the development of stage
%cenery, and things of that
i—ture, perhaps college would
me..n something to them other
than :t place to spend four years.
, Supposedly, this is a place where
l you learn to cultivate intereststhat will inspire recreation and
pleasure in later life, and a
morkshop can do just that. This
is another branch of the dran-,a
that has been noticably neglect-
ed here as well as in other plates.
a -4: a
Another feature that is now
proving rather popular in sev-
eral college is campus movies.
(For more complete details see
the editorial in the last issue of
the C'n inpun). It would seem that
the University is an ideal school
for such an undertaking. We
have an Arts college that theo-
retically should be interested
and somewhat adept in the
techni(iue of production and
staging, and to supplement that
we have an engineering school
that should be qualified 'for the
filming and mechanical part of
the production. With the co-
operation of these two divisions
the results should be a notable
achievement. The equipment
necessary is inexpensive, and the
setting could be found almost
anywhere. The natural beauty
of the outdoors around here
would be adequate for numerous
attempts, and with the unusual
interior facilities that we have
much could be done. But as has
been the case in the past, noth-
ing will probably be started.
"WHEN '13LUrseetisconse
,.n or I'm tired and jittery
from a busy day. I turn to
Camels In no time after
booming a Carpel, fatigue
slips away. I have the energy
to face the next task. And
what a delightful flavor
Camels have! I never seem
to tire of them." (Signed)
ELIZABETH CAGNEY.'llS
—THERE ARE PLENTY of
times when I get tired Then
I smoke a Camel. For I have
always noticeiPthat Camels
help a lot in easing the strain
and renewing my 'pep.' I
smoke Camels a lot. They
taste so good, and never
affect my ncn-es '• (Signed)
E. H. PAIOCER, Chief Pilot
Eastern Air Linos
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couple popped in quite uninvited te
e%eral of them, and if the brother
hadn't been gallant gentlemen the.
would have popped out just as sudden
ly. They went to the dance Thursday
night and acted much the same a-
they did at the houses last spring
We heard something once about
erough being enough, and also we I
think it's time for some people to
grow up. It is no longer considered
smart to be silly.
The glamoi ou I lot Sawyer must
haNe lest some of her glamor because
we noticed that Lucy someone or other
shoutsd much interest in another fair,
one over the week-end. Play TV right
and you'll be happy
College Nledle
(Continued from page three)
aid Ward, Jane Sullivan, Wallace
Gleason, Betty Itrummond; Oscar
Taylor, liorothy Sawyer; Donald
Kelley, Maybelle Ashworth; Howard
Stagg, Carolyn Hi-own ; John Cowell,
Henrietta Cliff; Fred Murray, Ade-
laide Davis; John Porter, Alice Sisco;
Gordon Heath, Pauline Calvert; Buel
Dean, Eileen Brown; Ernest Frost,
Mary Carlle; George Hitchings,
Pauline Davee; Robert Hussey, Lucille
Fogg; Robert W i s hart , Margaret
Strout; Randolph Smith, Frances
Austin; Douglas Wishart, Audrey
Bishop; Parker Frost, Phyllis Webber;
Newell Wilson, Gwendolyn Roche;
Lester Tarts-II, Isabel Putnam; Lin-
coln Fish, l'hyllis Hamilton; Norman
Carlisle, Peggy Thayer; C. Merritt
Trott, Margaret Austin; David C.
Barton, Emily Elmore; Fred C. Rob-
erts, Edna Mathews; David Page,
Maxine Gagne; Richard Vaughn Gaff-
ney, Cleo De Gagne; Herbert Sim-
mons, Mary Ann McCarthy; Roger
Burke, Beatrice Cummings; Robert
Hamilton. Elizabeth Moody; Harry
Hasty, Pearl Thompson; George E.
Osgood, Georgia Fuller; Paul Wilson,
Hope Whitman.
THE MAINE CAMPUS
PANHELLENIC ASSOC'N VALUABLE FOOD WAS
RUNS ESSAY CONTEST DUMPED INTO OCEAN
To determine the points of interest
in New York City which would most
appeal to college students, the Courier
Service, in co-operation with the Pan-
hellenic House Association, New York
headquarters of the National Pan-
hellenic fraternities, is sponsoring a
nation-wide essay contest among men
and women college students. The 'sub-
ject of the contest, which closes on
June nth, is: "What I Would Like to
I See 1'hen I Visit New York."
Cash prizes of $50, $3° and $15,
with one week's stay at Beekman.
Tower included in the first prize, and
week-end stays in the second and third,
prizes are to be given. In addition, the,
Courier Service will conduct prize'
winners on their itineraries.
Two hundred suggestions for the
issay are given in a list prepared by l
the Courier Service, which may be
obtained from the Contest Head-
(luarters, Beekman Tower, 3 Mitchell
Place, New York. The contest entrant l
is asked to select an itinerary for a
week's visit to New York City and to
write an essay of between 500 to 1000
words covering this itinerary. The
suggestion-list compiled by the Courier
Service includes New York landmarks
such as buildings, universities, foreign
districts, the waterfront, churches,'
zoos, parks and museums, as well .as
general and specific topics such as the
Bowery, the Ghetto, a Chinese Temple,
the theatrical district, Sailors' Snug
Harbor, tattooing, pushcart markets,
building murals, etc.
Persons need never to have visited
New York to enter the contest. Essays
will be judged on the integrity and
individuality of the point of view
rather than on their value as a mere
travelogue. Essays should be sent to
Miss Dorothy Gaylord, contest secre-
tary, Beekman Tower, 3 Mitchell,i
Nes York.
TO OVERCOME
FATIGUE
MILLIONS MORE
FOR FINER TOBACCOS
"Camels are made from
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS — Turkish and
Domestic 
—than any
other popular brand."
(Signed)
i AfYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
WuestrmoSalont North Carithosa
Coosrtoto,
J Rossetti, TA Co
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4 0 0 Couples Dance to Music of
Georgians at Intramural
liversity of Maine held its annua:
.arnural Ball Friday evening, February
21 -7 the Memorial Gymnasium. Nearly
▪ leople danced to the smooth music
t7te Georgians, and listened to the de-
iii of JaMe Raffnel. In the
line were : President and Mrs.
Jr A. Hauck. Dean and Mrs. James
s Hart, Professor and Mrs. Benjamin
L. Kent. and Professor and Mrs. Stanley
\! 1Vallace. The cutnmittee in charge of
,d1 ‘as: Robert Littlehale, chairman,
Jerold Hinckley. and
.7-t:y after intermission Louise
prominent member of the Junior
,A as crowned queen of the ball and
ted with a large silver cup.
ing the intermission refreshments of
am, punch. and cookies were served.
.ng those present were:
Littlefield and Velma Colson,
eyers and Phyllis Hamilton, Nirer-
l'ickard and Dorothy Nutt, William
-wry and Phyllis DeCormier,
Smith and Dorothy Jones, Dar-
i:adger and Max' Whitmore. William
-dead and Mrs. Graff am, Ralph
. .. 
 Mc-
and Anne Morrison, Edward Goudy
!arguerite Davis.
;old Mrs. James Moreland, Emer-
'eer• and Jean Kennedy. Carl Whit-
e d Paulette Roussin. James Whitten
rnestine Merrill. Giles Bryer and
• May Currier. Leonard Gaetz and
Pendell. N. Julian Rawding and
Snowden, Edward Jordan and
• Hatch, Keith Bates and Norma
Arnold Lane and Rhona Gray,
\ rcy and Anne Casper.
N.,.• ,h Corrigan and Audrey Davis,
• dd Murphy and Mildred King, John
R and June King, Donald Anderson
1.1,1 Estelle Cota. Adrian Downey and
nia Richards. John Bennett and He-
r.117ins, Herschel O'Connell and
Wyman, Freeman Webb and
• Knight. Charles Cain and Helen
Tack Bishop and Elizabeth .Ashby,
.,• Johnson and Barbara Bertels.
Ryan and Theresa Souci, Francis
and Virginia Nelson. Walter
W:711, and Evelyn Tracy, Hugh Ryan and
•e Tompkins, Joseph Cyr and Louise
Ca:dem-0,7A, J. Matthew Hotz and Ber-
ice Morin. John Durkee and Marguerite
R',I7ards, William Moran and Phyllis
Peavey. Jack Thompson and Phoebe
Merritt, Myron Collette and Alice Cotter,
Margaret Sewall and James Day, Corinne
Fentress and Braley Gray.
Mrs. Ada King and Clyde Higgins.
Stmmer Havelock and Barbara Corbett,
i(“dley Morrison and Alice Crowell, Paul
Fit .wn and Althea %Bette. Alton Bell
and Phyllis Dimitre„Almon Cooper and
Margaret Hall, Charles Towle and Ar-
leta: Condon. Milton MacBride and Mrs.
B:alchard, Kenneth Parsons and Virginia
Paer, Winston Hoyt and Elizabeth
.777 7-
Woodbury and Henrietta Cliff,
Lunt and Estelle Blanchard. Da-
e and Peggy Owen. James Mor-
d NIrs. Merrill. John Hennings
eig Heistad. Richard Elliott and
nompson, Edward Backer and
hnson, Thomas Button and
hitman. Robert Chittick and
abbin, Thomas Cavanaugh and
Moran.
ilmrmey Johnston and Mrs. Wing, Sam-
' e-e and Mary Wright, Dick Bar-
( ;wen Roche. Carroll Armstrong
cline Dorr, Dick Braley and Her-
lean. Don 1-ucey and Barbara
Earl Hill and Dixie Copeland,
167 1horne and Dorothy Lewis. Wen-
. 1:rewster and Ruth Libby. Alan Duff
Collins, Wilbert Pronovost and
t Harriman, Edward McKenny
LEAN YOUR SUITS
by
TRIPLEX CLEANER
At
Hillson's
SPECIAL
PERFUME SALE
RENAUD'S
PERFUME 390
3 Odors
-,1enia, Orchid, Carnation
CARROLL
Cut
-Rate Perfumer
.• Hammond St. Bangor
Mail Orders Filled
Ball
SNOW QUEEN
LOUISE STEMS
and Madeline Roussin, Fred Parsons and
Betty Dill. Robert Willard and Betty
Hart. K. Stanford Blake and Mary Hale
Sutton. John Kilton and Ella Armstrong.
Marjorie Murch and Emory Wescott.
Virginia Trundy and Don Stone, Dora
Stacy and Harold Boardman, Hilda Brad-
ford and Al Worcester. Anne McClellan
and Leonard Shaw. Mrs. Mae MacDon-
ough and Frank Doe, Betty Drummond
and Wallace Gleason. Audrey Bishop and
Toni Shannon. Althea Hamlin and Don-
ald Washington, Dorothy Sawyer and
Arthur Roberts, Frances Austin and Er-
nest Dinsmore, Barbara Sanborn and
George Fitch, Naida Sanders and Charles
McLean.
Norman Carlisle and Peggy Thayer,
Leonard Litchfield and Evelyn Trott,
George Carlisle and Agnes Crowley, Gor-
don Heath and Pauline Calvert, Stan
Henderson and Ruth Thurston. Herbert
Simmonds and Betty Clough, Richard
Gaffney and Cleo Haynes, Stewart Sabin
and Caroline Walker, George Mader and
Lucy Cobb. Parker Frost and Phyllis
Webber.
Actor Abbott and Adolphine Voegelin,
Harold Larrabee and Frances Nason,
Henry Brown and June Clark. Willard
Crane and Ruth Kimball, Gardner Grant
and Pauline Drummond. John Willey and
Hazel Scully. Ralph Hawkes and Cora
Sharon. John Fogarty and Marguerite
Benjamin, Arland Peabody and Mary
Hawkes, Jerold Hinckley and Amy Mon-
tieth, George Harrison and Janet Bishop.
Elwood Bryant and Betty Sullivan,
Roger Burke and Bea Cummings, Robert
Wishart and Margaret Strout, Robert
Hamilton and Evelyn Moody, Howard
Stagg and Caroline Brown, George Hitch-
ings and Pauline Davee. Paul McDonald
and Marie Archer. Robert Hussey and
Lucille Fogg.
Philip Snow and Mrs_ Webster. Jack
Atwood and Sylvia Eames. Peter Karate-
kas and Janet Brown. Willett Rowlands
and Jane Stillman. Gardner Fay and Carol
Stevens. Robert Allen and Mary Whit-
more. James Cunningham and Mary Gra-
ham. Robert True and Marjorie Thomp-
son, Joseph Mullen and Dorothy Moran,
Elmer Sisco and Louise Hinman, Leonel
Halle and Elva Googins, John Murray
and Madeleine Frazier, Chauncey Russell
and Jacqueline Landers. Edwin Silsby
and Virginia Larrabee, Harry Connors
and Mars- Kelley, Marcus Hallenbeck and
Ruth Harding, Carl Briggs and Henrietta
Atwood, Lynden Keller and Kay Cox,
Ray Larcom and Margaret Smith, Fred
Sturgis and Georgia Taylor. Robert To-
bey and Martha Chase, Hervey Allen and
Miss Long. Randall Smith and Louise
Hastings. Russell Bartlett and Rose Whit-
more.
Mrs. Edith McCollum and Carl Saw-
yer. Phil Phillips and Harry Crabtree.
Cordelia Putnam and Harold Inman,
Helen Osgood and Herb Wilbur. Ruby
Hutchins and Frank Wrong. Mr. and
Mrs. John Stevens. Mr. and Mrs. Del-
mon S. Fink.
Alpha Tau Omega Leads in
Pledges as Rushing Closes
Sigma Nu (16)
John DeLong. Douglas Grant. Doug-
las Thompson, John Hooper. Frank
Crocker. Walter Davis, Ralph Butler,
Clarence Gcxkling, Harvey Kennison. Ar-
nold Drisko, Andrew Adams, Baxter
Willey. Maurice Nelder. Keith Bates,
Arthur Moulton, William Johnson.
Kappa Sigma (9)
Charles Cain, Russell Bartlett, Robert
Tobey, Hervey Allen, Edward Wood-
land, George Lovejoy, Randolph Smith,
Richard Raymond, Frederic Sturgis.
Sigma Phi Sigma (no report)
Phi Kappa Sigma (15)
Arthur Smith, Arnold Veague, Charles
Lowe, Lewis Clark, Nathan Fellows,
William Veague, Dwight Lord, Carleton
Fogg, Roderick Elliott, Francis Brad-
bury. Robert Carter, Edward Sherry,
Robert Fuller, Parker Troland, Richard
Ireland.
I. 
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When you think of
FLOWERS
Think of
Brockway's
15 Central St. Bangor
•
FARNSWORTH'S CAFE
SPECIAL
1 lb. CHOCOLATES 29c
Also free
1 lb. GUM DROPS
 0
A NEW SLIDE RULE MAGNIFIER
Within Reach of Every Slide Rule User
Avoid Eye-Strain--Use a SLIP-LENS
Easy to Attach and Will Fit Most Rules
University Store Co.
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IT IN TO OUR STORE
Also a Package of Pipe Cleaners
WITH EVERY PIPE OF 50C (OR OVER) PURCHASED
Take advantage of this generous offer. Clip this ad right now and
bring it in to Youngs, 26 State Street, Bangor. and they will give
you a package of their famous tobacco mixture and a package of
pipe cleaners if you purchase a pipe priced at 504 or over. Also ask
for your free copy of their book. "How To Mix Them."
YOUNGS
26 State St Bangor—Tobacconists Extraordinary
VIC PARTY HELD AT
PHI MI' DELTA SAT.
Mrs. Ada King, house matron, was
chaperon at a "vic" party held at the
Phi Mu Delta house Saturday evening.
Refreshments were served and games
were played during intermission. Those
attending included Paul Brown. Althea
Milktt; Clifford Mansfield, Betty Four-
nier; Edward Hanson, Frances Warnell:
Sumner Hancock. Barbara Corbett ; Lu-
cian Scamman, Mary Hale Sutton; Doug-
lass Best. Hildegarde Fortin; James De-
Coster. Edith Stevens; James Armstrong,
Diana Hight Kenneth Pruett. and Muri-
el Pruett.
Beta Theta Pi (10)
George Call, George Calderwood, Rich-
ard Hayes, Lester Tarbell, Arnold Spa-
vim John H. Ross. Merrill Eldridge.
Duncan Cotting, Bartlett Kimball, Victor
I.. Walker.
Tau Epsilon Phi (14)
Maurice Rubin. Leo Lieberman, Wil-
liam Shamban. David Horblit, Sidney
Ames, Elmer Lippa, Hyman Glass. Ir-
ving Lief, Leon Levitan, Samuel Levine,
Joseph .Axelrod, Irving Fleischmatm,
Sydney Hurwitz, Leonard Berkowitz.
Delta Tau Delta (23)
Fred Spence. Alan Dyer, Waldo Har-
dison. Elmer Drake. John Haggett, Rog-
er Bouchard, Chauncey Erskine, George
Hamor. William Hussey, Douglas Star-
rett. Charles Russell, Francis Neal. Les-
ter Graham, Curtis Markle, Charles Hun-
toon, Gilbert Brown, Robert Britt. Lloyd
Brown. Stuart Bryant. Leo Haggerty. C.
Byron Sibley, Harold McKeen. Glendon
Fitz.
Phi Eta Kappa (23)
Sterling Stanley, Henry Lowe, Harold
Trible. Carl Owens. Jackson Higgins,
Chester Cripps, Phillip Rogers. Kenneth
Young, David Cameron. Robert Heming-
way. Edmund Laing, Phillip Nightingale,
Wendell Smith, Joseph Lewis, George
Fowler, Arthur Crouse, Donald Smith.
Richard Varney, Ronald Barnes, Basil
Fox, John Mahan, Richard Stevens, Al-
bert Ellingston.
Brown Leads in Local Anti-Hearst
Campaign
(Continued from Page One)
behalf of the MaSSCS, protect the rich.
He has even prohibited the organisation
of his reporters in national unions. He
is the real fascist menace in America.
Conducting a terroristic campaign with
the avowed intention of protecting Amer-
icanism, he has proven the most un-
American force in existence.
"For these reasons student organiza-
tions at the University of Maul(' Should
protest his domination."
Raising the cry of "communism." "bol-
shevism," "the red menace." Hearst has
charged a large number of educators with
being tools of the "reds." His attacks are
considered as virulent and dangerous by
the liberal elements of the country and
are directed against such nationally prom-
inent men as John Dewey. professor emer-
itus of philosophy, Columbia University ;
Robert M. Hutchins, President, Univer-
sity of Chicago; NVilliam Allan Neilson,
President, Smith College; Ernest H. Wil-
kins, President, Oberlin College; Frank
P. Graham. President, University of
North Carolina, and a number of others.
The S. L. I. D. views this alleged
Ilearstian campaign as a threat to the
freedom of education, as an attempt to
transform the schools into propogaters of
militarism and pseudo-patriotism. The
anti-Hearst campaign aims allegedly to
prevent the abridgement of our "inalien-
able rights"; it purports to act in the in-
terests of tolerance and the recognition
of minorities. and against those of reac-
tion.
Euffuttt
iirautg op
PERMANENT U'.41 '!.V(,
— $5
All other prices the same
as previously quoted
33 Main St. Orono
Tel. 95
aCe Rendezvous
Drop in after the movies for
REFRESHMENTS OF AL!. A
WE DELIVER ON CAMPUS
Maine Debating Team to Meet
Puerto Rico Here Tomorrow Night
(Continued from Pags One)
--•--
others. attended a high school in the
north and was a student at Harvard
through his junior year.
The itinerary of these debaters includes
debates with Cornell University, George
Washington University, Yale University,
Boston University, the University of
New Hampshire. Bates College, the Uni-
versity of Maine, the University of New
Brunswick, Middlebury College, McGill
University, and the University of Ver-
mont.
Mr. D. W. Morris, Maine's coach,
states that any other groups or individu-
als who are desirous of meeting the vis-
iting party should notify him and he will
attempt to make arrangements. He also
states that the public is invited to the de-
bate and that there is no admission
charge.
George W. Jacobs, ItS.. Maine. 1927,
is teaching at Point Pleasant (New Jer-
sey High School and working for an
advanced degree in Chemistry at Rutgers
University. An article of his, "Apparatus
for the Control of Pressure in Distilla-
tion." was published in Industrial arid En-
gine:viols( Chemistry, vol. 7, 1935
IpT11,Z.0.14,0 
Wed and Thurs., Feb. 27-2h
Will Rogers
"THE COUNTY CHAIR-
MAN"
Fri. and Sat., Mar. 1 and 2
Joan Crawford, Clark Gable, and
R,,bert Montgomery
"FORSAKING ALL
OTHERS"
Mom and Tues., Mar. 4 and 5
First showing in this vicinity,
Fannie thirst's
"IMITATION OF LIFE"
sitli
Claudette Colbert. AVarren William
and Louise Beavers
Also special reel showing
Dionne Quintuplets
We(1., Mar. 6
One every Wed. flute"
"FATHER BROWN
DETECTIVE"
with
Walter t onnolly. Paul Lucas and
lie
-mode Michael
Also
Special reel
"From Coal to Electricity"
by an Octogenarian?
When an Amorous Antique
can't take his aged glimmers off sour
silken "shapelies"... don't frv him
to a frazzle. Brighten up ...by light in'
up a honey-smooth Old Gold. These
mellow-as-moonlight 0. Gs have
charms to soothe even the savage peeve.
az,/ Oki c04/
AT TR YI N TIMES .... k ci6oth 01,1) GOLD
VA
By Ray Galley
"Ha-atter-rup!" 'fo the more
gastronomically inclined readers of
this column, the beginning word
might conjure up visions of luscious
golden-brown waffles, pancakes, or
fritters, sub! l)ut to the majority of
readers it can mean but one thing,
the return of that great outdoor pas-
time—baseball.
Yes, sir, the big indoor field has
taken on the aspect of a big league
training camp with the exception
that the veterans and rookies have
to zeade through drifts of snow that
seep down into shoes and dozen the
backs of their necks instead of he-
ing able to lie around under palm
and palmetto trees or to swim lazily
in the waters of the warm gulf
stream after their session with the
horsehide and willow is over.
But to get down to facts, in five
weeks the Bruin nine will open its
spring baseball season and with the
State Championship Colby nine al-
ready having a week of practice,
Coach Brice is sending the candi-
dates hustling through their paces
in an attempt to build a team that
will break up the White Mule's cor-
ner on championships.
Maine will play her first game
with Colby at Waterville in an ex-
hibition game on April 19. The next
game will be played against Brown
in Providence on April 24 when the
team makes its three game trip. The
following day, the Bruin will tangle
with the Rain in Kingston, Rhode
Island, and wind up the trip by play-
ing Boston College in the Hub City.
The first home game will be played
on May 4 when Colby will invade
Alumni Field.
Although Maine has much more
of a chance of climbing into the sun-
berth this year than it had last, Col-
by seems to be the top-heavy favor-
ite to repeat its title win of last year.
Last year Maine had but four men
who had seen any kind of experi-
ence on the varsity while this year
eight lettermen will be in line for
positions. But a fact that outweighs
this advantage over last year, is that
both Colby and Bates are sporting
intact both their nine of last year,
%% bile Bowdoin is about equal to
Maine in veterans returning.
Answering Coach Fred Brice's
call for batterymen came 19 men,
several of whom saw experience last
year on either the varsity or fresh-
man teams. ll'in 114)yt, senior. wito
made the best showing in the '
last year, heads the list of hurlers
reporting. while among the other
OU1sfanding imiundsmen are Bruno,
GoIobski, Gene Wakely. and Pon
Kilgour. Kilgour is the only.left-:
hander 01 the 12 reporting. Among
Get your SHELL GAS
at
Kelley Road Station
opposite the
Country Club
Winter oils, and non-rusting
alcohol at regular prices
Bill it '32. pr ,,p.
MONDAY AND TVESDAV
Chateau Rink Roller Skating
Ladies-154 Men-254
WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY
Old Fashioned Dancing
Admission 354
SATURDAY
Modern Dancing
Admission 404
Bangor. Maine
PHI MAINZ CAMPUS
WINTER SPORTS MEN EXPECT RECORDS TO
LOSE IN CLOSE MEET BE SET UP IN ANNUAL
TO NEW HAMPSHIRE MAINE-BATES MEET
The Pale Blue Maine State Champion-
ship winter sports team showed its
strength at the dual meet held with New
Hampshire last Friday when it threatened
ti take over the favored Wildcat aggre-
gation, winner of the Dartmouth Winter
Carnival. finally losing by the slim mar-
gin of two points.
Maine entered the final event with a
lead of two points but a leap of 58 feet
captured first place fur Jones of New
Hampshire over Phil Bower of Maine
who came close with a leap of 55 feet.
The visitors clinched the meet by cap-
turing third place.
One of the feature performances of the
day was the showing of Waldo Hardison,
freshman, who seems to be following in
the footsteps of his brother Lew, former
New England champion snowshoe dash-
man. Waldo ran the 100 yards in 141/i
seconds to lead the field of veteran sprin-
ters.
The medley relay race with Shirley
Parsons. who scored second in the dash,
and with Darrell Badger, on snowshoes,
and with Don and Leon Greene on skis,
was another achievement for Maine.
Don Greene, Maine cross country cham-
pion, was defeated in the long distance
ski race by both Cragen and Chandler of
New Hampshire, but the Pale Blue star
offset his defeat by a triumph in the down
hill ski race in the fast time of 21 - sec-
onds for the 250 yards.
NOTICE
All candidates for varsity infield
posts are requested to report at the
indoor field Monday, March 4.
the leading contenders for the catch-
ing berths are Dick Braley and Red
Morrison, catchers on last year's
frosh nine, and Harold Boardman
and Ken Pruett of the 1937 team.
On Saturday afternoon of this week,
Bates will meet Maine in what promises
to be the most thrilling meet ever staged
on the Maine campus. Records are ex-
pected to be equalled or broken in eleven
of the thirteen events. Probably the out-
standing performer of the afternoon will . net's
be Tony Kishon, Bates weight man, a The
former interscholastic champion while at
Worcester Academy, who should break
the records in the shot put, discus and 35
lb. weight. He will be ably supported by
1.arry Johnson, former Portland H. S.
and M. C. I. athlete, who won the Ohm-
pie tryouts in the 16 lb. hammer in 1932.
In the running events, Harry Keller, of
Bates, who has already defeated the best
college sprinters in New England, should
win the 50 yd. dash and break the record.
However, Donald Huff, of Maine, has
been improving rapidly with each meet
and with Mullaney should give him a
close race.
In the 300 yd. run. Huff, who set a new
college record last Saturday, should have
a great battle with Pendleton, the Bates
captain, and a new record should be the
result. Rod Mullaney and Murray, both
of whom are recovering from pulled
muscles, are both capable of breaking the
record, while Marcus, of Bates, is re-
ported to have made a new record for
one lap in the Bates gymnasium. Mul-
when Ernest Black defeated him bs
ii the last five yards of the race, is tertall,
to develop. If Saunders, of Maine, is in
-hoe, he should make it a three-cornered
race as he ran on even terms with BI
'ast spring in the New England Interco--
legiates.
Hunnewell, who won the Intramural
two-mile race last week should win this
event, but the race for second place be-
tween Tubbs, of Bates, and Wishart, of
Maine, should be a real one. All of these
men are experienced cross-country
high jump should be one of the
treats of the meet. Webb and Ireland, of
Maine, and Kramer, of Bates, have all
been jumping six feet consistently and
with such excellent competition. a new
high jump record is possible. Ireland has
been out of competition for two weeks
with a back injury received while pole
vaulting. He has just begun to do light r
work again and hopes to be in shape by
Saturday.
Keller, of Bates. will most certainly
break the broad-jump record as he has 1
been bettering it consistently this winter.
Ireland. before his injury, was jumping
close to it and may be in good enough
shape to give Keller a good battle.
Meagher, of Bates, should -win the pole
vault without much trouble. Hathorne, of
Maine, and Bates, of Bates, should tight
it out for second place.
For the third time, Maurice Goddard '
will race against Purinton, of Bates, in
the hurdles. Both men have equalled the
record this year and should do it again in
this meet.
laney still holds the 300 yard record for The field
(
events have a distinct garnet
has one who ca.:Ire lima!' cJ petition . tinge. Maine no
Joel Marsh or Ken Black should break Kishon any competition in either tha
not (oily the college record but the dual put or discus. He is the best discus throw
meet record in the 1000 yd. run but will er in the East and should be an Ohs:. •
be pushed by Danielson, who gave Marsh possibility in 1936 in both the disco -
a great battle last spring and Saunders hammer. George Frame, of Maine, w
(Bates), who won the half mile in the make the hammer throw an interesti:-.
State Meet in 1933. These same individ- event and it will be a great contest be
uals may meet again in the 600 yd. run and tween these two men and Larry Johns•••:
if so, a new record may be set up in this Totman, of Maine, and Peabody, of Bate-
event, are also good weight men and Favor
It has been reported this week that record is almost certain to be broken.
Saunders, of Bates, will run the mile. If Because of the records of its stars, Bate
I so, another race like that of last year, must be made the favorite. With thels
Eighteen Battery Men Doubles Tournament
Respond to Brice's Call
As Practice Opens Mon. Begins Next Saturday
Eighteen varsity battery men swung
into action once again when Coach Fred
IIrice i,surd a call to report to the Arm-
ory for their first practice session last
Monday.
Despite the fact that there were only
two lettermen among those who report-
ed, Coach Brice looks forward to a suc-
cessful season. Several of last year's
yearling's are expected to give Hoyt and
Sanborn keen competition for the re-
spective berths of pitcher and catcher.
The return of Macliride to the infield
will add much to the hitting strength that
was seriously missed by the 1934 varsity.
ception of one year, the dual meet with
Bates has not been settled until the last
event. I.ast year the points were split
5-4 in nine of the events and 6-3 in three
more. Maine's weakness in the high
jump alone lost the meet, the first dual
meet Maine had lost since Coach Jenkins
came to the University.
Bleachers will be erected so spectators
may watch all the events and everything
possible will be done to keep the specta-
tors in touch with the progress of each
event. With the exception of the discus,
the program will begin at two o'clock in
the afternoon and it is expected that a
large crowd will he present.
Thi a corns Club annoutac,
I Doubles Tournament for the Hair,: .
phy to begin Saturday, March 9tll.
houses and societies are invited t
doubles teams, which must be in
day, March 8. The draw will f—
ited to thirty-two teams as:
should be made as early as 1,
one of the following: Ted Curies
Me-
ager, Parker Frost, president •,f
Club, John Hamilton, manager •
r G.  N Small,b   Coach.
matchesAll played at the
morial Gymnasium at hours to be ar-
ranged. Teams qualifying in this tourna-
ment will be eligible for varsity intercol-
legiate meets in the spring.
The Mechanical Engineering depart-
ment of the University of Maine is sp••n-
soring a student inspection trip to the
Veazie Power Plant and the Bangor Wa-
ter Works on Saturday morning, March
2nd.
The coach's only comment was to tl.a
effect that his hopes were high and zllat
the team looked very good on paper 7
following men have reported to
Pitchers: Buck, Crozier, Dunlevs,
lobski, Green, Hoyt, Johnstone, Kile•
Myer, Sanborn, and Wakely.
Catchers: Boardman, Braley, Fel,.
Morrison. Pruett, Sanborn, and S'•:i
In
U. S. Government Licensed Plane, Powered by the Famous
Curtiss-Wright Challenger Engine—The Type which Holds
the World's Endurance Record
RED PRESTON, Pilot, U. S. Gott. Transport
Contact Nelson Rokes, ALS, for tickets
Flights, $1.00 per Passenger
The selection, buying and preparation of
the right kinds of Turkish tobaccos
for making Chesterfield Cigarettes is
a business in itself. . .
Handling Turkish tobacco in
the Liggett 6 iifyerl modern
faaory at Smyrna. Turkey.
WE have buyers in all the to-bacco markets of Turkey and
Greece, including Xanthi, Cavalla,
Smyrna and Samsoun.
And at Smyrna Chesterfield
has built the most modern to-
bacco plant in the Near East.
Here the spicy, aromatic Turkish
leaf is sorted and graded under the
eyes of our own tobacco men.
Then it is put away to age in its
own climate for two years or more
to make it milder and better-tasting.
When you blend and cross-blend
the right kinds of aromatic Turkish
tobacco with mild ripe home-grown
tobaccos as we do in Chesterfield
you have . . .
the cigarette that's milder
the cigarette that tastes better
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